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Abstract

These days. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has got
walks of life. With the emergence of the Inforaiation Technology field in the Education Sector,
Communication betw-een the learners and the teachers have evolved to higher spheres. ICT based
learning enhances collaboration between learners and educators, accessibility of resources, pedagogical
creators and many more. Technology has become imperative in the field of education to bring changes
in their methodologies in accordance with technological advancement. ICT, a dynamic and evolving
tool, is able to provide optimal solutions by solving practical problems in a scientific way using
systems, devices and methods. With this background, the present paper focuses on the use of ICT for
making education accessible to everyone, to recognize various aspects of ICT in the education sector
and to analyze the challenges faced in the present scenario and practical suggestions to overcome the
challenges.

Keywords; ICT, Education, specially abled students, Sustainable Development Goal

immense importance in allan

vanous

Introduction n j- u- u
Right to Education being one of the six fundamental rights enshnned m the constitution of India which
is guaranteed to all citizens. The ICT acts as a supplement and enhances the classroom learning to
provide quality education for all learners. Implementing a good quality education from early childhood
not only liberates the individuals but also acts as a leveler and equalizer within the society (Sharma, A.
2022). Integration of Information, Communication, and Technology (ICT) will assist teachers with the
global requirement to replace traditional teaching methods with technology-based teaching and learning
Tools and facilities (Ghavifekr, S. and Rosdy, W.A.W. 2015). Information and commmication
technology (ICT) has become, within a very short time, one of the basic building blocks of modem
society (Kumar, R. 2008). One of the biggest concerns of educators across the world and especially in
India, is making the present generation of learners’ future-ready (Kundu, A. and Dey, K. 2018).

ICT is the combination of three key terms-Information, Communication and Technology. The way of
representine data in a meaningful foraiat is called information. Communication can be referred to as
shanng or exchanging of information through vanous modes such as speaking, wnting or using some
other medium. Technology has become imperative in the field of education to bring changes m their
methodologies in accordance with technological advancement. It has an amazing changing power
human history. Technology is the implementation of scientific knowledge for practical ptoses to give
optimal solutions by using different methods, systems and devices. The use of Information and

m
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Communication Technology has revolutionized the way of living of people all over the world.
Digitalization and accessibility of technology for performing day-to-day activities has mitigated the
communication barrier in the teaching-learning process. ICT can be used as a tool to bridge the
educational gap between nch and poor, eradicate the caste system in our society as all people get equal
opportunities to explore their talents. It plays an inevitable role in the field of Education. With this view
in mind an anempt has been made in this paper to understand the role of ICT in the education sector.
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Objectives

The present paper is aimed at understanding the role of ICT in the education sector and this has been
achieved with the help of following objectives.

1. To understand the role of ICT in successfully implementing the Right to Education for
the citizens of India.

2. To apprehend various aspects of ICT in the education sector.
3. To analyze the challenges faced in implementing ICT in India.

Methodology

The present paper is theoretical and is based on secondary sources of data viz. recent publications and
research papers.

Implementation of ICT in the Education Sector
Right to Education being India’s one of the fundamental rights is indispensable for achieving sustainable
development. The various policies adopted by the Government of India such as Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan
aims at providing good quality education from early childhood till the later stages. The New Education
Policy (NEP) recognizes the importance of technology in aiding teachers, bridging the language barrier
between teachers and students, open-source e-resources, creating digital libraries, popularizing language

to education. With the advent of latest technologies, thelearning as well as ensuring greater
Ministry of Education has taken following initiatives to facilitate easy accessibility of ICT tools and
techniques for the betterment of learners.

access

•  Swayam - a massive open online course
•  Swayamprabha - digital course on TV available 24/7
• National Digital library-access to e-content on multiple discipline,
•  e-PG Pathshala-free books and curriculum-based e-contents
•  Shodhganga-a reservoir of research thesis of scholars of Indian institutes
•  e-shodhsindhu-access to e-joumals
•  Spoken tutorials for self-training in IT field. Virtual labs to perform curriculum based virtual

experiments through web enabled remote operations
• FOSSEE-ffee and open-source software for education

ICT gives a tremendous scope for smooth storage, access
for the benefit of learners. Information and Communication Technology has transformed from
traditional method of teaching learning to innovative content creation and delivery of lectures to the
learners. With the availability of high-speed internet, geographic constraints and other barriers have been
ereatly minimized. ICT makes it possible to inspire and encourage students by providing them with the
opportunities to assemble knowledge, analyze new ideas and express themselves using vanous tools and

and retrieval of information instantaneously
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mediums that suit their preferred learning modalities.
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ICT as a teaching and learning tool
Nowadays Educational institutions generally are well equipped for implementing ICT in education and
learning. The main focus has shifted ifom learning about ICT to learning with ICT. While the world
struck with the huge catastrophe of Covid-19, the transformation  from ancient techniques of teaching to
teaching through e-leaming techniques have become inevitable. Integration of ICT in Education
stimulates the students' understanding through digital contents and materials there by giving tremendous
scope for increasing the standard. Internet, e-mails, games, instructional and general programs opened a
brand-new window for the learners to have hands-on experience with real world problems.

With the aid of ICT, the learners are exposed with knowledge from numerous sources, are inspired to
explore new avenues and the teachers are able to access the progress of the learners more effectively at
the application level. There is a seamless co-operation and co-ordination between learners of different
genders and different socio-cultural backgrounds because of ICT. ICT acts as a gateway to enable
teachers to upskill themselves through interdisciplinary approach, orientation courses, correspondence
courses, simulated teaching, micro teaching, team teaching, programmed instructions.

was
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Role oflCT in Sustainable Development
Sustainable Development Goals 4 i
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ICT for specially abled students; Breaking the Barriers

Braille devices. People with partial vu Ln.i^'^re io^ "‘=“‘^'"8 ^Pocial talking and
what’s on the screen by using assistive or adrph:er,^:oty"’'i:r““"“‘.:”
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gives visually impaired students access to the mainstream but^’af™'^^^^ itiformation. It not only
and financially independent. This software heir, le^if , ̂ empowers them to become socially
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>■ Evengo, an integrated cloud-based
provides access to
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conversations.
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knowledge and continuously monitor the children's
charts.

service for online booking and
an expert m a particular educational field.

I  - a perceptive web-based chatting app that facilitates audio/video
payment - a soft^\'are which

and text

vanous tools to access the student’s
progress and visualize it in the form of

With the invention of assistive technology for snecial i
weaknesses. The few technologies available for ’ 11 learners are able to conquer their

synthe,sizers/screen readers, Talking spell checkers and
recognitions. Portable

programs, Talking calculators, Speech
electronic dictionanes.

Challenges in the implementation of ICT in India

considerable populalon havin^no or leL ™o^rTs « 'I ^and NGOs are allocating and fnvLlfhuue alunK Governments
extent of improvement and accessibility of ICTs in rural
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The barriers include r u -
• Lack of trained teachers; The teachers aren't competent enough in using ICT tools for their

teaching process. They lack the specified quality training which will empower them to create
their own dynamic teaching material as per the needs of the learners.

• Unavailability of adequate resources: Although the Govt, of India has taken various initiatives,
the main challenge faced in implementing ICT is the resources such as computers, LCDs,
software, internet connection, electricity are still not available within the rural part of India.

« Deficiency in technical support: We also face a significant problem with the technical assistance
to be provided to the teachers while using the ICT tools. The amount of trained technical
personnel is also limited and covering the rural areas still remains an arduous task.

•  Inability to adapt to changing technology: People become stubborn and are hesitant to
acknowledge the advantages of the changing environment. The shortage of confidence,
insufficient training, and phobia to bum the midnight oil makes them reluctant.

•  insufficient Funding: Funding is the fundamental issue to be addressed to overcome all the
problems. The go\a. Schools should be allotted enough funds not only to accumulate the
resources such as technical experts, teachers, computers. ICT tools but also adequate care should

be taken to maintain the same.

ISSN: 0974-8946
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even

Suggestions , , ,

• Provide hands -on training sessions to the educators to improve their technical expertise and
make them understand the usage and effectiveness of ICT in education.

• Ensure that students living in rural areas have access to internet service providers at an affordable
price. , , ,

• Educators should be pro\'ided with infrastructural support such as laptops, computers, software,
and also periodical technical guidance to be at par with the latest technology.

• Continuous monitoring on the usage of ICT tools and resources to
successful implementation. , . . j-

• Making the transition from traditional method to digital mode seamless, thereby avoiding
reluctant from the learners and educators to adapt to new technologies.

• Proper utilization of grants received ifom the respective authorities.
• Periodical feedback from learners for further improvement.

full utilization andensure

Teachers and learners have rapidly adapted to various ICT based teaching learning techniques during
pandemic period. This indicates that we have the capability and potential to quickly learn and implement
modem technique. We should continue to invest our resources and efforts m the enhancement and
upgradatton of the teaching quality to new heights. ICT plays an important role m achieving the SDG m
education and provides great assistance to teachers as well as learners. Vanous imtiatives have be
taken by the Government of India to enable ICT usage in rural areas , -
to over^me the challenges of implementing ICT. Already India has a lot of differences m
social stams, culture etc. But the Government should take care that it is not creating another nft m the
society with learners having accessibility and awareness to latest technology and those who d™ t have_
The acquisition and adoption of ICT not only poses challenges but also involves a mammoth task of
using ICT in education to facilitate improvement and innovation.

but still a lot more needs to be done
terms of
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Abstract

These days, Infonnation and Communication Technology (ICT) has got an immense importance in all
walks of life. With the emergence of the Infonnation Technology field in the Education Sector,
Communication between the learners and the teachers have evolved to higher spheres. ICT based
learning enhances collaboration between learners and educators, accessibility of resources, pedagogical
creators and many more. Technology has become imperative in the field of education to bring changes
in their methodologies in accordance with technological advancement. ICT, a dynamic and evolving
tool, is able to provide optimal solutions by solving practical problems in a scientific way using various
systems, devices and methods. With this background, the present paper focuses on the use of ICT for
making education accessible to everyone, to recognize various aspects of ICT in the education sector
and to analyze the challenges faced in the present scenario and practical suggestions to overcome the
challenges.

Keywords: ICT, Education, specially abled students. Sustainable Development Goal

Introduction

Right to Education being one of the six fundamental rights enshrined in the constitution of India which
is guaranteed to all citizens. The ICT acts as a supplement and enhances the classroom learning to
provide quality education for all learners. Implementing a good quality education from early childhood
not only liberates the individuals but also acts as a leveler and equalizer within the society (Sharma, A.
2022). Integration of Information, Communication, and Technology (ICT) will assist teachers with the
global requirement to replace traditional teaching methods with technology-based teaching and learning
tools and facilities (Ghavifekr, S. and Rosdy, W.A.W. 2015). Information and communication
technology (ICT) has become, within a very short time, one of the basic building blocks of modem
society (Kumar, R. 2008). One of the biggest concerns of educators across the world and especially in
India, is making the present generation of learners’ future-ready (Kundu, A. and Dey, K. 2018).

ICT is the combination of three key terms-Information, Communication and Technology. The way of
representing data in a meaningful format is called information. Communication can be referred to as
sharing or exchanging of information through various modes such as speaking, writing or using some
other medium. Technology has become imperative in the field of education to bring changes in their
methodologies in accordance with technological advancement. It has an amazing changing power in
human history. Technology is the implementation of scientific knowledge for practical purposes to give
optimal solutions by using different methods, systems and devices. The use of Information and
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Communication Technology has revolutionized the way of living of people all over the world.
Digitalization and accessibility of technology for performing day-to-day activities has mitigated the
communication barrier in the teaching-learning process. ICT can be used as a tool to bridge the
educational gap between rich and poor, eradicate the caste system in our society as all people get equal
opportunities to explore their talents. It plays an inevitable role in the field of Education. With this view
in mind an attempt has been made in this paper to understand the role of ICT in the education sector.

Objectives
The present paper is aimed at understanding the role of ICT in the education sector and this has been
achieved with the help of following objectives.

1. To understand the role of ICT in successfully implementing the Right to Education for
the citizens of India.

2. To apprehend various aspects of ICT in the education sector.
3. To analyze the challenges faced in implementing ICT in India.

Methodology
The present paper is theoretical and is based on secondary sources of data viz. recent publications and
research papers.

Implementation of ICT in the Education Sector
Right to Education being India’s one of the fundamental rights is indispensable for achieving sustainable
development. The various policies adopted by the Government of India such as Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan
aims at providing good quality education from early childhood till the later stages. The New Education
Policy (NEP) recognizes the importance of technology in aiding teachers, bridging the language barrier
between teachers and students, open-source e-resources, creating digital libraries, popularizing language
learning as well as ensuring greater access to education. With the advent of latest technologies, the
Ministry of Education has taken following initiatives to facilitate easy accessibility of ICT tools and
techniques for the betterment of learners.

Swayam - a massive open online course
Swayamprabha - digital course on TV available 24/7
National Digital library-access to e-content on multiple discipline,
e-PG Pathshala-free books and curriculum-based e-contents

Shodhganga-a reservoir of research thesis of scholars of Indian institutes
e-shodhsindhu-access to e-joumals
Spoken tutorials for self-training in IT field, Virtual labs to perform curriculum based virtual
experiments through web enabled remote operations
FOSSEE-free and open-source software for education

ICT gives a tremendous scope for smooth storage, access and retrieval of information instantaneously
for the benefit of learners. Information and Communication Technology has transformed from
traditional method of teaching learning to innovative content creation and delivery of lectures to the
learners. With the availability of high-speed internet, geographic constraints and other barriers have been
greatly minimized. ICT makes it possible to inspire and encourage students by providing them with the
opportunities to assemble knowledge, analyze new ideas and express themselves using various tools and

Page I 2Shri Lai Bahadur Shastri Rashriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha
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mediums that suit their preferred learning modalities.
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ICT as a teaching and learning tool
Nowadays Educational institutions generally are well equipped for implementing ICT in education and
learning. The main focus has shifted from learning about ICT to learning with ICT. While the world was
struck with the huge catastrophe of Covid-19, the transformation  from ancient techniques of teaching to
teaching through e-leaming techniques have become inevitable. Integration of ICT in Education
stimulates the students' understanding through digital contents and materials there by giving tremendous
scope for increasing the standard. Internet, e-mails, games, instructional and general programs opened a
brand-new window for the learners to have hands-on experience with real world problems.

With the aid of ICT, the learners are exposed with knowledge from numerous sources, are inspired to
explore new avenues and the teachers are able to access the progress of the learners more effectively at
the application level. There is a seamless co-operation and co-ordination between learners of different
genders and different socio-cultural backgrounds because of ICT. ICT acts as a gateway to enable
teachers to upskill themselves through interdisciplinary approach, orientation courses, correspondence
courses, simulated teaching, micro teaching, team teaching, programmed instructions.
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Role of ICT ill Sustainable Development Goals
Sustainable Development Goals 4 is an education goal which aims to “ensure inclusive and equitable
quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.”. ICT empowers the learners
and the teachers in all forms of teaching learning starting from monitoring the students, different
leaching mechanisms, additional reference materials, mentoring the learners and preparing them to face
the outside world with confidence to ensure success in the future careers thereby increasing the economy
of the country. Once the contents and the materials are created, they can be used multiple times and
also be shared between the educators which brings the overall efficiency of the teaching learning process
to a new high level. Such contents aim in promoting quality education crossing all types of barriers and
in turn promoting lifelong teaching opportunities.

can

ICT for specially abled students: Breaking the Barriers
In contrast to the traditional mode ot imparting knowledge, technology enhances students with special
abilities to access and comprehend knowledge with ease and comfort. Owing to technology, today,
visually impaired students can independently perfonn basic activities such as documentation, usage of
the internet and communication via emails by using the Screen Reading tool and special talking and
Braille devices. People with partial vision can use zoom text and screen magnification software to read
what’s on the screen by using assistive or adaptive technology. Software such as human speech
recognition, understanding and generation has greatly reduced the need for pen and paper. These
technologies assist specially abled students who are unable to process visual information. It not only
gives visually impaired students access to the mainstream but also empowers them to become socially
and financially independent. This software help learners to overcome their disabilities and allow them
to learn just as normal students. Some of the software’s are:

> Evengo, an integrated cloud-based service for online booking and payment - a software which
provides access to an expert in a particular educational field.

5- XB Chat -

conversations.

Individualized Education Program (lEP) Provides various tools to access the student’s
knowledge and continuously monitor the children's progress and visualize it in the fomi of
charts.

a perceptive web-based chatting app that facilitates audio/video and text

With the invention of assistive technology for special kids the learners are able to conquer their
weaknesses. The few technologies available for specially abled students viz Alternative keyboards,
electronic math worksheets, Graphic organizers and outlining, Optical character recognitions. Portable
word processors, Proofreading programs. Speech recognition programs. Talking calculators, Speech
synthesizers/screen readers. Talking spell checkers and electronic dictionaries.

Challenges in the implementation of ICT in India
Developing nations like India, face severe challenges in implementing ICT tools in the Education
Sector. The advantages of ICTs have not reached the expected level in the rural areas. There is still a
considerable population having no or less access to ICTs facilities. Both Central and State Governments
and NGOs are allocating and investing huge amounts in implementing ICTs in rural education. Yet the
extent of improvement and accessibility of ICTs in rural schools have not matched the expectations.

Page I 4Shri Lai Bahadur Shastri Rashriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha
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The barriers include

• Lack of trained teachers: The teachers aren't competent enough in using ICT tools for their
teaching process. They lack the specified quality training which will empower them to create
their own dynamic teaching material as per the needs of the learners.

• Unavailability of adequate resources: Although the Govt, of India has taken various initiatives,
the main challenge faced in implementing ICT is the resources such as computers, LCDs,
software, internet connection, electricity are still not available within the rural part of India.

• Deficiency in technical support: We also face a significant problem with the technical assistance
to be provided to the teachers while using the ICT tools. The amount of trained technical
personnel is also limited and covering the rural areas still remains an arduous task.

•  Inability to adapt to changing technology: People become stubborn and are hesitant to
acknowledge the advantages of the changing environment. The shortage of confidence,
insulficient training, and phobia to bum the midnight oil makes them reluctant.

•  Insufficient Funding: Funding is the fundamental issue to be addressed to overcome all the
problems. The govt. Schools should be allotted enough funds not only to accumulate the
resources such as technical experts, teachers, computers, ICT tools but also adequate care should
even be taken to maintain the same.

ISSN: 0974-8946

Vol. 47, Issue. 04, No.20: October - December 2022

Suggestions

Provide hands -on training sessions to the educators to improve their technical expertise and
make them understand the usage and effectiveness of ICT in education.
Ensure that students living in rural areas have access to internet service providers at an affordable
price.
Educators should be provided with infrastructural support such as laptops, computers, software,
and also periodical technical guidance to be at par with the latest technology.
Continuous monitoring on the usage of ICT tools and resources to ensure full utilization and
successful implementation.
Making the transition from traditional method to digital mode seamless, thereby avoiding
reluctant from the learners and educators to adapt to new technologies.
Proper utilization of grants received from the respective authorities.
Periodical feedback from learners for further improvement.

Conclusion

Teachers and learners have rapidly adapted to various ICT based teaching learning techniques during the
pandemic period. This indicates that we have the capability and potential to quickly learn and implement
modem technique. We should continue to invest our resources and efforts in the enhancement and
upgradation of the teaching quality to new heights. ICT plays an important role in achieving the SDG in
education and provides great assistance to teachers as well as learners. Various initiatives have been
taken by the Government of India to enable ICT usage in mral areas but still a lot more needs to be done
to overcome the challenges of implementing ICT. Already India has a lot of differences in temis of
social status, culture etc. But the Government should take care that it is not creating another rift in the
society with learners having accessibility and awareness to latest technology and those who don't have.
The acquisition and adoption of ICT not only poses challenges but also involves a mammoth task of
using ICT in education to facilitate improvement and innovation.
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ABSTRACT u •
Water is essential for the survival of living organisms. However, as its spatio-temporal distribution is
highly uneven, there is a need of water conservation,particularly in the areas of water scarcity.Today,
there are various methods available for the conservation of water. Shirpur pattern is one of them. The
present paper based on primary data and empirical evidences, attempts to know about the effectiveness
of this well-known method of water conservation. f
Key Words: Water, Conservation, Sustainable, Development, step

INTRODUCTION ^ ^ .
Water, Paani,Jal,Tanni, L’eau, W^sser, Acquaperhaps themost familiar and widely used word m the
world. Water needs no introduction, the importance of this is known to one and all.However, despite
water being the basic human need, this precious resource is being wasted,polluted and getting
depleted. Every drop of water is precious but we continue to waste it like itis a free natural
commodity. 98% of water on this planet is salty and is not fit for humanconsumption. Out of the 2% of
fresh water reserves, 1% is locked up in form of ice in variousregions around the world. Hence, only
1% of total water reserves are available for our domestic& industrial use (M. Kumari and J. Singh,
2016). Water is vital for the existence of all life forms and is essential for all activities of human being
(Harinath, 2009). The use of water for domestic, agriculture, industries, electricity generation, fishery,
navigation and recreational purposes is vital. Potable water is a valuable resource which human being
cannot do without. Domestic water uses include drinking, cleaning, flushing toilets and outside use.
However, water supply in many developing countries throughout the world is subject to va^ing
problems (Lehmann, 2010). Thus, conservation of water has got an immense importance in these days.
With this background the present paper based on primary data and empirical evidences,discusses
about the Shirpur Pattern, a successful method of water conservation.
Study Area
The tehsil of Shirpuris selected for the present study.With a geographical area of 837.39 Sq. Km.,it is
located in the Tapi river valley. Administratively, the tehsil of Shirpur is located in the n^hemmost
part of Dhule district of Maharashtra (Fig.l). It is drained by east west flowing river Tapi.On an
Lrage the tehsil receives 617 cm rainfall. Soils of the tehsil are medium to deep black and alluvial
type.
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Agriculture is the main occupation of the people while cotton and banana are the major crops. The
tehsil is well known for the implementation of Shirpur Pattern, a successful model of water
conservation.

OBJECTIVES
The present study is aimed at understanding the effects of Shirpur pattern, which has been achieved
with the help of following objectives.

To know about the Shirpur Pattern
To understand the effects of Shirpur Pattern
To make suggestion if needed

DATA BASE AND METHODOLOGY
The present study is based on the primary data, obtained from questionnaires and discussions held
with the natives and experts in the month of May 2022.Empirical evidences were also taken in to
account while arriving at the conclusion.
SHIRPUR PATTERN

Shirpur pattern, a successful method of water conservation, gets its name from the tehsil place Shirpur.
which is located in the northern part of Dhule District of Maharashtra. The pilot project for water
conservation under Shirpur pattern was conducted in the month of October, 2004. This pattern
involves construction of check dams across the streams. It focuses on the deepening of stream up to 15
to 20 mt. and widening up to 30 mt. Removal of thesedimentary layer from bed of streams is the
peculiarity of this pattern. It ensures the percolation of rain and flood water into the ground and help
raising the local ground water table.
OBSERVATIONS

The Shirpur Pattern of water conservation is economically viable
It has rose the ground water level by 80 to 100 mt. depending on the rock structure
It has ensured the availability of drinking water throughout the year.
It is effective both in basalt and alluvium.
Rise in ground water level has reduced the suction length of electricity pump, ensured low
electricity consumption for pumping the water
It is a low-costindian technology
Percolation of water has considerably reducedthe evaporative losses of water.
Water availability for supplementary irrigation to the second and third crop, and increase in the
area under irrigation has given economic stability to the farmers.
Economic activities like animal raring and fishery have strengthened.
This pattern may prove to be highly effective for the drought prone area
It has reduced the surface runoff of water.

It collects more water than any traditional watershed structures.
Risk of flood and drought can be reduced by adopting Shirpur Pattern
It minimizes the erosional loss of soil

SUGGESTIONS

Shirpur pattern should be implemented in other drought prone areas also
Government should provide incentives and subsidies for the implementationofShirpur Pattern
Shirpiirpatrem can be implemented through the Public-Private Partnership.

CONCLUSION

Shirpur pattern is one of the low cost and effective method of water conservation, which can be
implemented with the help of people’s participation. It may play a vital role in the economic
development of low rainfall receiving and drought prone area.
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ABSTRACT .
Water is essential for the survival of living organisms. However, as its spatio-temporal distribution is
highly uneven, there is a need of water conservation,particularly in the areas of water scarcity.Today,
there are various methods available for the conservation of water. Shirpur pattern is one of them. The
present paper based on primary data and empirical evidences, attempts to know about the effectiveness
of this well-known method of water conservation. f
Key Words: Water, Conservation, Sustainable, Development, step

INTRODUCTION
Water, Paani,Jai,Tanni, L’eau, msser, Acquaperhaps themost familiar and widely used word in the
world. Water needs no introduction, the importance of this is known to one and all.However, despite
water being the basic human need, this precious resource is being wasted,polluled and getting
depleted. Every drop of water is precious but we continue to waste it like itis a free natural
commodity. 98% of water on this planet is salty and is not fit for humanconsumption. Out of the 2% of
fresh water reserves, 1% is locked up in form of ice in variousregions around the world. Hence, only
1% of total water reserves are available for our domestic& industrial use (M. Kumari and J. Singh,
2016). Water is vital for the existence of all life forms and is essential for all activities of human being
(Harinath 2009). The use of water for domestic, agriculture, industries, electricity generation, fishery,
navigation and recreational purposes is vital. Potable water is a valuable resource which human being
cannot do without. Domestic water uses include drinking, cleaning, flushing toilets and outside use.
However, water supply in many developing countries throughout the world is subject to varying
problems (Lehmann, 2010). Thus, conservation of water has got an immense importance in these days.
With this background the present paper based on primary data and empirical evidences,discusses
about the Shirpur Pattern, a successful method of water conservation.

The tehsil of Shirpuris selected for the present study.With a geographical area of 837.39 Sq. Km.,it is
located in the Tapi river valley. Administratively, the tehsil of Shirpur is located in the northernmost
part of Dhule district of Maharashtra (Fig.l). It is drained by east west flowing river Tapi.On art
average the tehsil receives 617 cm rainfall. Soils of the tehsil are medium to deep black and alluvial
type.
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Apiculture is the main occupation of the people while cotton and banana
tehsil IS well known for the implementation of Shirpur
conservation.

OBJECTIVES

To know about the Shirpur Pattern
To understand the effects of Shirpur Pattern
To make suggestion if needed

DATA BASE AND METHODOLOGY

S^natites'*, H and discussions held
, T ’’f' 2022.Empirical evidences were also taken in toaccount while arriving at the conclusion.

SHIRPUR PATTERN
Sh^irpur pattern a successful method of water conservation, gets its name from the tehsil place Shirpur
which IS located in the northern part of Dhule District of Maharashtra. The pilot proLt for Xer
conservation under Shirpur pattern was conducted in the month of October, 2004 This pattern
involves construction of check dams across the streams. It focuses on the deepening of stream up to 15
L  thesedimentao- layer from bed of streams ipeculiarity of this pattern. It ensures the percolation of rain and flood
raising the local ground water table.
OBSERVATIONS

The Shirpur Pattern of water conservation is economically viable
It has rose the ̂ ound water level by 80 to 100 mt. depending on the rock structure
it has ensured the availability of drinking water throughout the
It is effective both in basalt and alluvium.
Rise in ground water level has reduced the
electricity consumption for pumping the water
It is a low-costindian technology
Percolation of water has considerably reducedthe evaporative losses of water.
Water availability for supplementary irrigation to the second and third
area under irrigation has given economic stability to the farmers.
Economic activities like animal raring and fishery have strengthened
This pattern may prove to be highly effective for the drought
It has reduced the surface runoff of water.
It collects more water than any traditional watershed structures.
Risk of flood and drought can be reduced by adopting Shirpur Pattern
It minimizes the erosional loss of soil

SUGGESTIONS
1. Shirpur pattern should be implemented in other drought prone areas also

Government should provide incentives and subsidies for the impIementationofShirpur Pattern
Shirpurpatrem can be implemented through the Public-Private Partnership.
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CONCLUSION

Shirpur pattern is one of the low cost and effective method of water conservation, which can be
implemented with the help of people’s participation. It may play a vital role in the economic
development of low rainfall receiving and drought prone

area.
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ABSTR/\CT , .....
Customers arc the king of the market. Success of an organization depends upon its ability to satisfy
the present and potential Customers. Tlic present study attempts to study Customers preferences of
Amway products in Thane district. This study will help the manufactures to adopt new strategies
which would help not only to attract new customer but also maintain the loyalty of the existing
customer.

Kc}’>vords: Customers, Product. Marketing. Market

1.INTRODUCTION

Buying behaviour is the decision processes and acts of pcoplc/prospcctive customers involved in
buying and using products. The study is focused specifically on customers who have purchased the
Amway product. The Customers have to consider various aspects, which innuence the decision
before buying the goods. They have to consider various factors such as quality, price, colour, brand
imaac. attractive package, free offers and the like. Amway India is the country s leading direct
selling FMCG Company which manufactures and sells world class consumer products.

2.H1STORY AND GROWTH OF AMWAY
2.1 AMAVAY CORPORATION

Amway is one of the world's largest direct selling companies. It is founded in 1959 by Jay Van
Andel and Richard DeVos. Amway is an abbreviation for "American VVay".Amway has been
registered as a corporate name and trademark ever since. Amway operates in more than 80 countries
and territories on six continents. Amway offers the opportunity for people to have a business of their
ONvn based on retailing Health Care, Personal Care. Home Care and Beauty products and sharing the
opportunity with others who will do the same. , ,
In the following decades, Amway Corporation successfully established itself as a leading multilevel
marketing business, built on strong values and founding principles that continue to sustain
company today. The business is built on the simple integrity of helping people lead better lives.
2 2PE0PLE

Amway has more than 13.000 million employees worldwide. In addition, Amway distributors are the
of a sales force of more than 3 million owners around the world.

2.3BRAND

AmwaYs product line grew
product Satinique (1965) and the cosmetics line Artistry (1968). Today Amway

manufactures over 450 products, with manufacturing facilities in China, India and the US, as well as
Nutrilite organic fanns in Brazil, Mexico and the US (California and Washington state) Amway
brands include Artistry. Atmosphere Mini, Bodykey. Glister. Nutrilite, Satinique, Ariistry.Amway
Queen Cook\vare and XS Drinks.

3. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The general objective of the study is to know the consumer preference towards Amway products.
I. To analyze the history and growth of Amway products.
2. To study the preference of Customers about Amway products in Thane District.
3. To offer suggestions about Amway products.

our

part

from LOC, with the laundry detergent SA8 added in 1960, and later the
hair care

100
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5.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The required data have been collected from primary data and secondary dala.
♦PnmaryData- A questionnaire has been
consumers from Thane District,

secondary dala have been collected from standard text books and from various
*n Journals, newspapers, encyclopedia and websites.PeriodoftheSludy-The period of the study covers, from April 2021-March 2022.

used for the collection of primary data from 120

6. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRET.ATION
I  Table-1 Annual Income

Sr. No. Annual Income No. of Respondents Percentage
60%1 Less than Rs. 1,00,000 72

2 Rs. 1.00.Q00-Rs.3,0Q.000 22 18%
3 Rs.3.00.000-Rs.5.Q0,00Q

Above Rs.5.00.000
14 12%

4 12 10%
Total 120 100%

INTERPRET ATI ON
From the above table 1, it reveals that 60% of the respondents are in the Income Group of Less than
Rs.l, 00,000, 18% of the respondents are from Rs.l, 00,000-Rs. 3, 00,000, 12% of the respondents
are from Rs.3, 00,000-Rs. 5, 00,000 and 10% respondenlsare from Above Rs.5,00,000.

Table 2 - Monthly Average Purchase for Amway products
Sr. No. Monthly Expenditure No. of Respondents Percentage

55%Below Rs.lOOO1 66
Rs.lOOO-Rs. 10,0002 42 35%

Rs.l0,000-Rs.30,Q003 10 8%
Above Rs.30,0004 2 2%

Total 120 100%

INTERPRETATION
From the above table 2, it reveals that 55% of the respondentsmonthly average purchase are less
than Below Rs.lOOO .The respondents for Rs.lOOO-Rs. 10000 is 35%. The respondents for Rs.lOOOO-
Rs.30000 is 8% and there is 2% respondents for above Rs.30000.

Table 3- Type of Buyer
ParticularsSr. No. No. of Respondents Percentage

Frequent Buyer1 12 10%
Normal Buyer

Occasional Buyer
2 60 50%
3 18 15%
4 Rare Buyer 30 25%

Volume-56, No.lfVI) 2022
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Tolo! 120 100%

interpretation
From the above table 3. it indicates that the number of respondents of frequent buyer i
normal buyer 50%, for occasional buyer 15%, for rare buyer 25%.The maximum buyers
buyer.

/
f
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Table 4 — Attracting Factor of Amway Products
Particulars No. of RespondentsSr. No. Percentage

Price 6 5%
2 Packaging 30 25%

3 Quality

Easy Availability
72 60%

4 S 7%
5 All of the above 3%4

Total 120 100%

INTERPRETATION
From the above table 4. It shows that the 5% respondents gives importance for ‘price’ factor
for packaging’, 60% for ‘quality’. 7% for ‘easy avilabilit>'’,3%  for ‘all the above’.The maximu "
consumer prefer to choose the Amway products for “quality". ^

Table 5 - Consumer Mostly Prefer the Products of Amway

25%

Sr. No. Particulars

Personal Care

Home Care

Health Care

No. of Respondents Percentage
J 40%48

J ■y 25%30
3 24 20%
4 Beauty 18 15%

Total 100%120From the above table 5, it shows that the number of respondents of Personal Care is 40%, for the
Home Care is 25%, for Health Carc20%and 15% for Beauty. The maximum consumer likes
"Personal Care" products.

Table 6 - Overall satisfaction of using Amway products
Particulars No. of Respondents PerSr. No. centage

1 Highly Satisfied 6 5%
2 Satisfied 66 55%

Neutral 36 30%
A Dissatisfied 12 10%
5 Highly Dissatisfied 0 0

Total 120 100%

From the above table 6, it indicates that the number of respondents for ‘highly satisfied' are 5%
satisfied 55%, neutral* 30% and ’dissatisfied’ 10% .Tlie maximum consumers i.e. 55% are from

Satisfied Category.

7. LIMITATION OF THE STUDY
• There are a number of Amway products are available, but the data have been collected from
respondents those who use only the few products.
• When the researcher went to the field for collecting data, there were some difficulties. Most of the
respondents were reluctant to express their response immediately.
• Due to time and cost constraints, the number of respondents and geographical area are limited.

8. SUGGESTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
i)The Distributor should explain the Cost per use of Amway Products.
ii)They should create awareness among customers about the advantages of Eco friendly and Organic
Products of Amway.

!
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Study has revealed that most of the consume
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ABSTIUVCT

Customers arc the king of the market. Success of an organization depends upon its ability to satisfy
the present and potential Customers. The present study attempts to study Customers preferences of |
Atmvay products in Thane district. This study will help the manufactures to adopt new strategics |
which would help not only to attract new customer but also maintain the loyalty of the existing
customer.

Kcy’^vonls: Customers, Product, Marketing, Market

MNTRODUCTION

Buying behaviour is the decision processes and acts of pcople/prospcclive customers involved in
buying and using products. The study is focused specifically on customers who have purchased the
Amway product. The Customers have to consider various aspects, which influence the decision
before buying the goods. They have to consider various factors such as quality, price, colour, brand
image, attractive package, free offers and the like. Amway India is the country’s leading direct
selling FMCG Company which manufactures and sells world class consumer products.

2.HISTORY AND GROWTH OF AMWAY

2.1 AMWAY CORPORATION

Amway is one of the world’s largest direct selling companies. It is founded in 1959 by Jay Van
Andel and Richard DeVos. Amway is an abbreviation for "American Way".Amway has been
registered as a corporate name and trademark ever since. Amway operates in more than 80 countries
and territories on six continents. Amway offers the opportunity for people to have a business of their
own based on retailing Health Care, Personal Care, Home Care and Beauty products and sharing the
opportunity with others who will do the same.
In the following decades. Amway Corporation successfully established itself as a leading multilevel
marketing business, built on strong values and founding principles that continue to sustain our
company today. The business is built on the simple integrity of helping people lead better lives.
2.2PEOPLE

Amway has more than 13,000 million employees worldwide. In addition, Amway distributors are the
part of a sales force of more than 3 million owners around the world.
2.3BRAND

Amwa/s product line grew from LOC, with the laundry detergent SA8 added in 1960, and later the
hair care product Satinique (1965) and the cosmetics line Artistry (1968). Today Amway
manufactures over 450 products, with manufacturing facilities in China, India and the US, as well as
Nutrilite organic farms in Brazil, Mexico and the US (California and Washington state) Amway
brands include Artistry, Atmosphere Mini, Bodykey, Glister, Nutrilite, Satinique, Artistry,Amway
Queen Cookware and XS Drinks.

3. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The general objective of the study is to know the consumer preference towards Amway products.
1. To analyze the history and growth of Amway products.
2. To study the preference of Customers about Amway products in Thane District.
3. To offer suggestions about Amway products.

100VoIume-56, No. 1 (VI) 2022
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5.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The required data have been collected from primary data and secondary data.
♦PrimaryData- A questionnaire has been used for the collccti
consumers from Thane District.
*SecondaryData-The secondary data have been collected from standard text books and from various
published articles in magazines, journals, newspapers, encyclopedia and websites.
•PcnodoflhcSludy- The period of the study covers, from April 2021-March 2022.

of primary data from 120ion

6. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Table-1 Annual Income

Sr. No. Annual Income No. of Respondents Percentage
1 Less than Rs.1,00,000 60%72
2 Rs.K00,000-Rs.3,00,000 18%22
3 Rs.3,00,000-Rs.5.00,000

Above Rs.5.00.000
12%14

4 10%12
Total 120 100%

INTERPRETATION
From the above table 1, it reveals that 60% of the respondents are in the Income Group of Less than
Rs.I, 00,000, 18% of the respondents are from Rs.l, 00,000-Rs. 3, 00,000, 12% of the respondents
are from Rs.3, 00,000-Rs. 5, 00,000 and 10% respondenlsare from Above Rs.5,00,000.

Table 2 - Monthly Average Purchase for Amway products
Monthly ExpenditureSr. No. No. of Respondents Percentage

55%Below Rs.l000 661

Rs.lQOO-Rs. 10,0002 42 35%
Rs.]0,000-Rs.30,0003 10 8%

Above Rs.30,000 24 2%
Total 120 100%

INTERPRETATION
From the above table 2, it reveals that 55% of the respondentsmonthly average purchase are less
than Below Rs.lOOO .The respondents for Rs.lOOO-Rs. 10000 is 35%. The respondents for Rs.lOOOO-
Rs.30000 is 8% and there is 2% respondents for above Rs.30000.

Type of Buyer
No. of Respondents

Table 3-
ParticularsSr. No. Percentage

Frequent Buyer1 12 10%
Normal Buyer2 60 50%

Occasional Buyer3 18 15%
Rare Buyer4 30 25%
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Total 120 100%
INTERPRETATION
From the above table 3, it indicates that the number of respondents of frequent buyer i
normal buyer 50%, for occasional buyer 15%, for rare buyer 25%.The maximum buyers
buyer.

IS lOV.
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Table 4 ~ Attracting Factor of Amway Products
Sr. No. Particulars No. of Respondents Percentage

Price 6 5%
2 Packaging 30 25%
3 Quality 72 60%
4 Easy Availability

All of the above
8 7%

5 4 3%

Total 120 100%

INTERPRETATION
from the above table 4, It shows that the 5% respondents gives importance for ‘price’ factor
for packaging’, 60% for ‘quality’. 7% for ‘easy avilability’,3% for ‘all the above’.The
consumer prefer to choose the Amway products for “quality”.

Table 5 - Consumer Mostly Prefer the Products of Amway
Particulars

Personal Care

Sr. No. No. of Respondents Percentage

40%48

25%
maximum

2 Home Care 25%30
3 Health Care 24 20%
4 Beauty 18 15%

Total 120 100%
From the above table 5, it shows that the number of respondents of Personal Care is 40%, for the
Ilome Care is 25%, for Health Care20%and 15% for Beauty. T4te maximum consumer lik#*?
“Personal Care” products. ^

Table 6 - Overall satisfaction of using Amway products
Particulars No. of Respondents PerSr. No. centage

I Highly Satisfied 6 5%
2 Satisfied 66 55%
3 Neutral 36 30%
4 Dissatisfied 12 10%
5 Highly Dissatisfied 0 0

Total 120 100%

From the above table 6, it indicates that the number of respondents for ‘highly satisfied’ are 5%
satisfied 55%, neutral 30% and ’dissatisfied’ 10% .Tlie maximum consumers i.e. 55% are from
Satisfied Category.

7. LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

• There are a number of Amway products are available, but the data have been collected from
respondents those who use only the few products.
• When the researcher went to the field for collecting data, there were some difficulties. Most of the
respondents were reluctant to express their response immediately.
• Due to time and cost constraints, the number of respondents and geographical area are limited.

8. SUGGESTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
i)The Distributor should explain the Cost per use of Amway Products.
ii)They should create awareness among customers about the advantages of Eco friendly and Organic
Products of Amway.
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IjijMutrililc products should be recommended for healthy lifestyle.

o7its ravouroblc aiiitudc towards Amwayj,cis This study has found out that the quality is
,hc major point to Pr of toothpaste, protein powder. Hair oil, Nutriiitc Daily
flad ic hiph nrhe con iFn ^ * hat the cost of Amway products available

the hHn fh satisfied with the cost-benefit of Amway products.
Findings of this study il he p the distributors to improve their services. Furthermore, the study will
l^indle the ̂ ture researc ers o pursue research in this area.The researcher will be satisfied with his
ork, which has served its purpose.
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Abstract

As a result of enhancing technology of doing things online emerging way of raising funds for
ditferent purposes including business came ahead i.e., CmwdfiHiding. Crowdfunding is the new
mediod of finanemg a business propose or project in the form of snail amounts of from large number
of individuals via Interact platforms, by this method one can seek for financial help for different causes
also, like medical emergency, educational and social causes etc. however for entrepreneurs it works like
easier source of finance which can give them there require amount of funds at very low cost or at no cost
sometime. In the countries like USA, it is legal and many start-ups are benefited by the same. In India
also Crowdfunding is the emerging way of coDei^ funds from investors. However, the question arises
that do India has efficient and concrete legal framework for regulating the CiowdfuiKhi^? And so ihat
this study is conducted for critically investigate and an^yse ‘The Legality and Applicability of
Crowdfunding in India' the data needed for this study is collected from secondary

an

sources.

Kc\-words: Crowdfunding, Entrepreneurs, Finance, legal aspects, SEBl

Introduction

Crowdfunding is the method of financing becoming more and more popular in all over the world due to
its distinguished advantages. It has the potential of direct connection between pet^k with funds i.e.,
lenders and people who needs funds i.e., Borrower. One can raise the required amount of fimd through
Crowdfimding for various purposes includes social and cotmnerciaL in short, the need of finance for any
valid and legal reason can be satisfied throu^ the way of Crowdfunding. As per the Consullation Paper
on Crowdfimding in India by Security and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), “Crowdfunding is
solicitation of funds small amounts from multiple investors, through web-based platform or social
networking websites for specific project business venture or social cause.”

In any country when funds are acquired for any cause whether it is social or commercial, there must be a
legal framework, for the instance in USA for rising funds throu^ Crowdfimding by start-ups is maHf
legal by passing Jumpstart Our Business Start-ups Act 2012 (JOBS - Act 2012)
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Im isdia even ibougb CrowdiimdiEig is not nnknottu the concept of Crowdfimding is not stiU reached to
Ac smaU businessman who can be beneeted by iL And on the flip side the people who are aware abom
tie concept, are not aware about tie process of acquiring finance fltrougi Crowdftmding along wifli this
in India Crowdfondmg may fece challenges like lack of crime free cyber network, low Bust level of
investors m online invesonon ac. the possibilities of money laundering throng Crowdfiindmg cannot
be Ignored. Here tbe need of efficient and effective legislation arises in developing country like India,

aspect of Crowditmding has been started recently by the
Consultation Paper of SEBI which was published on 17^ June 2014. However, there is no speciSc act
passed for regulating the Crowdiunding platform in India as of now.

Objectives
1. To study pros and axis of Crowdfunding
2. To know the legal pro\fsioEs regarthng Crowdfimthng in India if any
3. To critically investigate loop holes and limitations of legislation for regulating Crowdffindinfi iz.

India ^
4. To suggest remedies on limitations and challenges about Crowdfunding in India

Metbodolog>
With the intention to achieve objective of the study, data U coUeded from secondary' sources like
journals, new'spapers, articles, websites, and research papers available on internet.

Literature Retiew

•  Crowd funding is in initial stage in India. Many people don’t have detailed knowledge
as aw^areness about the crowd fumdmg mechanism and regulations related witb it”

o Hetal Jhaveri and Prof. Anjali Choksi (2014)
Many slart-ups required funds, for them Crowdfrmdiag is a good ̂^tion but entrepreneur should

develop their ̂ ilily to effectively influence the funds throng online crowd fonding platfoims.”

o Dr. NTjayidakshnu, Dr.V'.Piiyadarshiai
•  “>;o doubt tital Crowd funding is effective as well as iimo\’-ative way to raise the funds and it is

growing rapidly in developing countries like India.”

o  JasUn Joseph & Nithin A-E & Dr Valarmalhi.B
•  "In India crowd funding is used majorly for donation which is completely exempt from tax.

SEBI has issued laws on chgital Crowdfunding as ''^unauthorised,  unregulated and illegal’, in
crowd funding people mvest in c^y stage of an unlisted company, which may give them a
chance to earn profit, if the company performs well.”

ISSN: 0974-8946
Vol 47, Issue. 04, No.20: October - December 2022

However, in India discussion

m

as well

Akhila K H and Parvathy CN,
"Financial Return Crowdfunding is a growing altoiative for small and medium businesses,
however regulators needs to set of comprehensive tools to control the activities iv
Crow'dfunding.”

m
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o Werner Bijkerk (2014)

o Akaiya (2019)

•  "The survey conducted proved that, there
concept of Crowdfunding. In die meantime, it
more information and knowledge about tiw concept,

o Sangh>i Chitan Bansibhal (2022),”

Critical Analysis

■ are many

1̂46
f ISSN: 0974-8946

Vol. 47, Issue. 04, No.20: October - December 2022022

bed to

about

li this

k^eJ of

aimot

a.

people in India who are not aware about the
is also noted that people are wiling to acquireY the

c act

A.

ig in

•  Existing legal Framework
• ^blic Offer; As per the provisions of Companies Act 2013 a listed miWir k

followng all rules of SEBI can collect its capital from public. Its procedure 4cs seveS^mmJ

According to Con^anics Act 2013 Private Placement i
Crowdfunding in TnHia

IS also not suitable to reguSaie
as It IS a conuast to the basic idea of Crowdfunding

like

.  Venture Capital Funds it is regulated under SEBI (Venture Capital Funds Regulation 19%l
mu« have Cotpi^ of Rest, 5 crore and can invest only 25% of saiT u, any pro^f^dm^^!
fiinding them under this method an mdividual mvestor has to invest miimnum Rs 500000 under

SF^tUv" rT collect funds through pubhc ofehi^I^BI fV eutoe Ca^taJ Funds Regulation 1996) unable to regulate the Crowdihnding in India
^ the other Wd ,\lternative Investment Funds whkh are regulated u^SEBl (AIF)

Corpus of Rs, 20 Crores as per regulations. It makes clear that start-ups cannot affoid to adont
this method and AIF is also not suitable for regiiating Crowd&ndinn,

•  SEBPs ConsultatioD Paper
By recognising u^oitance of Crowdfunding for start-ups and upcoming smaller companies
SEBI presmted a^nsultation Paper on 17th June 2014 by this Consultation Paper SeL has
proposed the legal framework for regulaling the Crowdfunding.

k'd]

uJd

IS

ix.

m

a. Under the Para 9.1.4 of Consultation Paper SEBI has defined the Accredited Investors who can
mvest though Cr^'^ding. they can be C^ialifi,ed lustitifotHial Buyers (QIB), Companies with
net worth of Rs...O Crores or more. High Networth Inthviduais (HM) with nrt worth of Rs.2
Crores or more, Eligible Retail Investors (ERI) havmg annual income of Rs 10 T .aVtnc
and who have med income tax returns for rmmmum 3 financial years, such ERJ cannot mvesl
more than R^.60000 m single issue throu^ Crowdfrmding. It simply means that a lay man
cannot grab the opportunity to invest by Crawdfunding.

or more
s,

m
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b. U,,d^ fc Para 9.1.53 SEBI farther proposed faal the

m least Rs. 20000 of the face valoe oS^s
^  of ̂ .tttt ofle. v^ue

^  offer valoe
•Attd ERJ has to purchase tnil^
60000 per ERI. the total invesfatefa sho^ ̂t^x^ \ “ot exceed Rs

™ -esfatea,

of tovestots.»s:
Crowdfandmg platforats. However si^ compt^^ onsuch tofortnadou as tt needs to ontployl^^i^-rsreth-fir^:-

iSLrr

ISSN: 0974-894^
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per person must be

VoL 47, Issue. 04, No.20:

minimum offer value

per pCTson as per above

per person

f.

g-

expensive for them.

Under Par. 9.2.6 SEBI has restricted
Crowdfundmg platfonns. It i
its issue

h

IS

.

B. Key Findings
a. India is stilj in de\ e]oping stage for
b. There is high possibility of

social and slan-ups at front

togufate S
SEBI has allowed unlisted public
the private limited

e.

f

rf.T^ I ,

countries like USA and

s.

exclusively regulate

are not sufficient or suitable

can

to

for Crowdfunding activities which
nlatfoT^ f ■ *-l-P or ̂ y Other forms of businesspiatiorm for raising iheir capita]

By the Definition of Accredited
Crowdfiinding platform.

Sj.'SsS”.” «»" “*"«•. of
SEBI is not providing any secondary maikel for
by this investor do

VCFs

Investors SEBI has restricted Layman from i
inve

secunty

investor investing on Crowdfimdmg p
not have any exit option

deprived
to utilise the Crowdfiindin

g
g-

and AIFs
h

sting by

IS maximum Rs. 60000 they won’t be
J-

 made it
k.

latfonns.

«™ c„.d^a™ i. “trSiT- ^
1.
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mvestment. However due to lack of provision for the
lose one of the upcwning opportunity.
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same it may be possible that are India may
ist be

bove

C. Suggestions
a. It IS

providing secured and crime

iri SiriwllcfS’ltelS^T Crowdriindmg,
limited investment capacity. covering smaJI investcw^ widi
Crowdfunding platform is mainly suitable for the small
the requirement for issuing companv for coltecri„<, ̂  ̂̂-u-PS so that SEBI has to liberalize
SEBI has to review TS cSo^nlTe^S Platform. “

rising opportunity for ̂  » grab the emerging fond
economy. entrepreneurs ultimately for boosting the Indian

promote awareness of

to take concrete steps for
b.

i Rs

rhis c.

d.

-*nce

on e.

-uce

fuite

by g-
ket

Conclusions

Sw-S^r-sSl! —<1 the hasK
Secondly Crowdfunding platforms
to achieve first and for
helping hand to start
platfonn.

W-hile concluding author would like to express clearly that's a SFRI h» , u-
Consultation Paper as it is not based upon foe basic iri™ of r achieved foe puipose of
some h-berahsed fonn of legislationThich 0^^ 1 to come up with
avails,hty of coital for start-ups and small busmet in opportunity for lay man and
to take the Indian economy to the next level. the great extent. It can definitely help

idea of
of investors”.

over mtemet must have safe and
before launching any law for the

up and small existing business

secure cyber space which India has
same. Government need to provide

men also for nsing capita] throu^ Crowdfimding
most even
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d

g
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Abstract

result of enhancing technology of doing things online an emerging way of raising funds for
ditterent purposes mcluding business came ahead i.e., Crowdfunding. Crowdfunding is the new
method of financing a business proposal or project in the fonn of small amounts of from large number
of mdmduals via Internet platforms, by this method one can seek for financial help for different causes
also, like medical emergency, educational and social causes etc. however for entrepreneurs it works like
easier source of finance which can give them there require amount of fimds at very low cost or at no cost
sometime. In the countries like USA, it is legal and many stait-ups are benefited by the same. In India
also Crowdfunding is the emerging way of coUecting funds from investors. However, the question arises
that do India has efficient and concrete legal firework for regulating the Crowdfunding? And so that,
this study is conducted for critically investigate and analyse ‘The Legality and Applicability of
Crowdfunding m India’ the data needed for this study is collected from secondary sources.

Keywords: Crowdfrmding, Entrepreneurs, Finance, legal aspects, SEBI

Introduction

Crowdfrmding is the method of financing becoming more and more popular in all over the world due to
Its distinguished advantages. It has the potential of direct connection between people with funds i.e.,
lenders and people who needs funds i.e., Borrower. One can raise the required amoimt of fund through
Crowdfunding for various purposes includes social and commercial, in short, the need of finance for any
valid and legal reason can be satisfied through the way of Crowdfunding. As per the Consultation Paper
on Crowdfunding in India by Security and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), “Crowdfunding is
sobcitation of funds small amounts from multiple investors, through web-based platform or social
networking websites for specific project business venture or social cause.”

In any country when fimds are acquired for any cause whether it is social or commercial, there must be a
legal framework, for the instance in USA for rising funds through Crowdfrmding by start-ups is made
legal by passing Jumpstart Our Business Start-ups Act 2012 (JOBS - Act 2012)
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In India even ihou^ Crowdiunding is not unknoun the concept of Crowdfunding is not still reached to
the small businessman who can be benefited by it. And on the flip side the people who are aware about
the concept, are not aware about the process of acquiring finance through Crowdfimding. along with this
in India Crowdfimding may face challenges like lack of crime free cyber network., low trust level of
investors in online investment etc. the possibilities of money laundering through Crowdfunding cannot
be ignored. Here the need of efficient and effective legislation arises in developing country like India.

However, in India discussion on legal aspect of Crowdfimding has been started recently by the
Consultation Paper of SEBI which was published on 17* Jime 2014. However, there is no specific act
passed for regulating the Crowdfunding platform in India as of now.

Objectives
1. To study pros and cons of Crowdftmcting
2. To know the legal provisions regarding Crowdfimding in India if any
3. To critically investigate loop holes and limitations of legislation for regulating Crowdfimding in

India
4. To suggest remedies on limitations and challenges about Crowdfimding in India

Methodolog}’
With the intention to achieve objective of the study, data is collected from secondary sources like
journals, newspapers, articles, w’ebsites, and research papers available on internet.

Literature Review

•  “Crowd funding is in initial stage in India. Many people don’t have detailed knowledge cis well
as awareness about the crowd funding mechanism and regulations related with it.

Hetal Jhaveri and Prof. Anjali Cboksi (2014)
“Many start-ups required funds, for them Crowdfunding is a good option but entrepreneur should
develop ti\eir ability to effectively influence the funds through online crowd funding platforms.”

o

Dr. Vijayalakshmi, Dr.V.Priyadarshini
“No doubt that Crowd funding is effective as well as innovative way to raise the fimds and it is
growing rapidly in developing countries like India.”

o

Jaslin Joseph & Nithin A.E & Dr Valarmathi.B
“In India crowd fimding is used majorly for donation which is completely exempt from tax.
SEBI has issued laws on digital Crowdfimding as “unauthorised, unregulated and illegal’, in
crowd funding people invest in early stage of an imlisted company, which may give them a
chance to earn profit, if the company performs well.”

o

Akhila K H and Parvathy CN,
“Financial Return Crowdfimding is a growing alternative for small and medium businesses,
however regulators needs to set of comprehensive tools to control the activities in
Crowdfimding.”

o
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o Werner Bijkerk (2014)
•  “Indian Uws should be made facilitating Crowdfunding, however it may be having advantages

^d disadvantages. The nsks are mainly associated with internet, which L be avofded to some
extent if laws are made to make internet safe.”
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.• la. Akalya (2019)

"Ot aware about theconcept of Crowdfiming. In the meantime, it is also noted that people are wiling to acquire
more information and knowledge about the concept. ^

y the

tc act

Sanghvi Chitan Bansibhai (2022),”

Critical Analysis
AuAors have conducted critical analysis to know the legal aspect regarding the same in India,

govt^^t ^"'^estigate deeply to know loop holes if any in the available legislation of the

A.

ig in

•  Existing legal Framework
Public Offer: As p^ the provisions of Companies Act 2013, a listed public company by
follomng all rules of SEBI can collect its capita] from public. Its procedure takes several mimths
and also become expensive. So that even though Crowdfimding is like public offer but cannot be
executed as public offer.
Accorcbng to Companies Act 2013 Private Placement is also not suitable to regulate
Crowdfundmg in India as it is a contrast to the basic idea of Crowdfunding.

• Venture Capital Funds it is regulated under SEBI (Venture Capital Funds Regulation
must have Corpus of Rest. 5 crorc and can invest only 25% of same hi any project at
funding them under this method an individual investor has to invest
private placement only, because of the

1996)
a time. For

minimum Rs. 500000 under

like

veil

cmT/fr • , same it cannot collect funds through public offer it makesShBI (Venture Capital Funds Regulation 1996) unable to regulate the Crowdfunding
On the other hand Alternative Investment Funds which are regulated under SEBI (AIF)
Regulations 2012 has to collect minimum Rs. 1 crore from each investor. They have to maintain
Corpus of Rs. 20 Crores as per regulations. It makes clear that start-iqis cannot afford to adopt
this method and AIF is also not suitable for regulating Crowdfunding.

•  SEBI’s Consultation Paper
By recognising importance of Crowdfunding for start-ups and upcoming smaller companies
SEBI presented a Consultation Paper on 17th June 2014 by this Consultation Paper SEBI has
proposed the legal framework for regulating the Crowdfimding.

in India

uld

; is

IX.

in

a. Under the Para 9.1.4 of Consultation Paper SEBI has defined the Accredited Investors who
invest through Crowdfunding, they be Qualified Institutional Buyers (QIB), Companies w

can

ith
net worth of Rs.20 Crores or more, High Networth Individuals (HNI) with net worth of Rs.2
Crores or more, Eli^ble Retail Investors (ERI) having annual income of Rs.lO Lakhs or more
and who have filed income tax returns for minimum  3 financial years, such ERI cannot invest
more than Rs.60000 in single issue through Crowdfundmg. it simply means that a lay man
cannot grab the opportunity to invest by Crowdfimding.

can

s.

in
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ta'Setarr9?SEBi’t“ ™ capacity of ERI ^RI. ̂ s
Crowdfunding platforais. However small co^a^. a “^cision while investing on-b mfomtahon as i. needs . employ ial ^ “ y^tS

per person
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ng

g-

expensive for them.
Under Para 9.2.6 SEBI
Crowdftmding platfoims. It i
its issue.

I

h.
has restricted
S

B. Key Findings

social and start-ups at front ® Crowdfunding platfoims by keeping

'■ Sc'ssLSriat.t
a o« th, oa,„ h„a 7 r.i‘. a

Crowdfunding activities in India

countries like USA and

exclusively regulatecan

itoi has allowed unlisted public
the private limited

e.

are not sufficient or suitable to
f.

m qm mir7 » ofST.^indtof VCF. „d AIF.
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restricted Layman from investing by
IS maximum Rs. 60000 they won’t be
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h.
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k.
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C. Suggestions^
It is extremely needed that SEBI and Government of India have to

“P®« P“P'e “ the field of financeInternet is the base of Crowdfimding platform. Indian government has to take
providmg secured and crime free cyberspace emment Iras to take

d. SEBI has to liberalise its definition of Accredited Investors foT
limited investment capacity

i-mally SEBI and Indian government has to put collective efforts tn m-oK ^ ,

eco^omr'^''^ entrepreneurs ultimately for boo's^gTlidian

a.

promote awareness o

b.

concrete steps for

c.

covering small investors with

e.

f.

g-
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Abstract

As a result of enhancing technology of doing things online an emerging way of raising funds for
different purposes including business came ahead i.e.. Crowdfunding. Crowdflmding is the
method of financing a business proposal or project in the form of small amounts of from large number
of individuals via Internet platforms, by this method one can seek for financial help for different
also, like medical emergency, educational and social causes etc. however for entrepreneurs it works like
easier source of finance which can give them there require amount of funds at very low cost or at no cost
sometime. In the countries like USA, it is legal and many start-ups are benefited by the same. In India
also Crowdfunding is the emerging way of collecting funds from investors. However, the question arises
that do India has efficient and concrete legal framework for regulating the Crowdfunding? And so that,
this study is conducted for critically investigate and analyse ‘The Legality and Applicability of
Crowdfunding in India’ the data needed for this study is collected from secondary sources.

Keywords: Crowdfunding, Entrepreneurs, Finance, legal aspects, SEBI

new

causes

Introduction

Crowdfunding is the method of financing becoming more and more popular in all over the world due to
its distinguished advantages. It has the potential of direct connection between people with funds i.e.,
lenders and people who needs funds i.e.. Borrower. One can raise the required amount of fund through
Crowdfunding for various purposes includes social and commercial, in short, the need of finance for any
valid and legal reason can be satisfied through the way of Crowdfunding. As per the Constiltation Paper
on Crowdfunding in India by Security and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), “Crowdfunding is
solicitation of funds small amounts from multiple investors, through web-based platform or social
networking websites for specific project business venture or social cause.”

In any country when funds are acquired for any cause whether it is social or commercial, there must be a
legal framework, for the instance in USA for rising funds through Crowdfunding by start-ups is made
legal by passing Jumpstart Our Business Start-ups Act 2012 (JOBS - Act 2012)
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In India even though Crowdfunding is not unknown the concept of Crowdfunding is not still reached to
the small businessman who can be benefited by it. And on the flip side the people who are aware about
die concept, are not aware about the process of acquiring finance through Crowdfunding, along with this
in India Crowdfunding may face challenges like lack of crime tree cyber network, low trust level of
investors in online investment etc. the possibilities of money laundering through Crowdfunding cannot
be ignored. Here the need of efficient and effective legislation arises in developing country like India.

However, in India discussion on legal aspect of Crowdfunding has been started recently by the
Consultation Paper of SEBI which was published on 17* June 2014. However, there is no specific act
passed for regulating the Crowdfunding platform in India as of now.

Objectives

1. To study pros and cons of Crowdfunding
2. To know the legal provisions regarding Crowdfunding in India if any
3. To critically investigate loop holes and limitations of legislation for regulating Crowdfunding in

India

4. To suggest remedies on limitations and challenges about Crowdfunding in India

Methodology

With the intention to achieve objective of the study, data is collected from secondary sources like
journals, newspapers, articles, websites, and research papers available on internet.

Literature Review

•  “Crowd funding is in initial stage in India. Many people don’t have detailed knowledge as well
as awareness about the crowd funding mechanism and regulations related with it.”

Hetal Jhaveri and Prof, Anjali Choksi (2014)
“Many start-ups required funds, for them Crowdfunding is a good option but entrepreneur should
develop their ability to effectively influence the funds through online crowd funding platforms.”

Dr. Vijayalakshmi, Dr.V.Priyadarshini
“No doubt that Crowd funding is effective as well as innovative way to raise the funds and it is
growing rapidly in developing countries like India.”

Jaslin Joseph & Nithin A.E & Dr Valarmathi.B
“In India crowd funding is used majorly for donation which is completely exempt from tax.

unauthorised, unregulated and illegal’, in

crowd funding people invest in early stage of an unlisted company, which may give them a
chance to earn profit, if the company performs well.”

Akhila K H and Parvathy CN,
“Financial Return Crowdfunding is a growing alternative for small and medium businesses,
however regulators needs to set of comprehensive tools to control the activities in
Crowdfunding.”

SEBI has issued laws on digital Crowdfunding as

o

o

o

o
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Werner Bijkerk (2014)
Indian Laws should be made facilitating Crowdflinding, however it may be having advantages
and disadvantages. The risks are mainly associated with internet, which can be avoided to some
extent if laws are made to make internet safe.”
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Akalya (2019)

“The survey conducted proved that, there are many people in India who are not aware about the
concept of Crowdfunding. In the meantime, it is also noted that people are wiling to acquire
more information and knowledge about the concept.

a. o

' the

2 act

Sanghvi Chitan Bansibhai (2022),o

A. Critical Analysis
The Authors have conducted critical analysis to know the legal aspect regarding the same in India.
Author has tried to investigate deeply to know loop holes if any in the available legislation of the
government

g in

•  Existing legal Framework

•  Public Offer: As per the provisions of Companies Act 2013, a listed public company by
following all rules of SEBI can collect its capital from public. Its procedure takes several months
and also become expensive. So that even though Crowdfunding is like public offer but cannot be
executed as public offer.
According to Companies Act 2013 Private Placement is also not suitable to regulate
Crowdfunding in India as it is a contrast to the basic idea of Crowdfunding.

• Venture Capital Funds it is regulated under SEBI (Venture Capital Funds Regulation 1996)
must have Corpus of Rest. 5 crore and can invest only 25% of same in any project at a time. For
flmding them under this method an individual investor has to invest minimum Rs. 500000 under
private placement only, because of the same it cannot collect funds through public offer it makes
SEBI (Venture Capital Funds Regulation 1996) unable to regulate the Crowdfunding in India
On the other hand Alternative Investment Funds which are regulated under SEBI (AIF)
Regulations 2012 has to collect minimum Rs. 1 crore from each investor. They have to maintain
Corpus of Rs. 20 Crores as per regulations. It makes clear that start-ups cannot afford to adopt
this method and AIF is also not suitable for regulating Crowdfunding.

•  SEBI’s Consultation Paper
By recognising importance of Crowdfunding for start-ups and upcoming smaller companies
SEBI presented a Consultation Paper on 17th June 2014 by this Consultation Paper SEBI has
proposed the legal framework for regulating the Crowdfunding.

ike

ell

[Id

IS

x.

n

a

a. Under the Para 9.1.4 of Consultation Paper SEBI has defined the Accredited Investors who can
invest through Crowdfunding, they can be Qualified Institutional Buyers (QIB), Companies with
net worth of Rs.20 Crores or more, High Networth Individuals (HNl) with net worth of Rs.2
Crores or more. Eligible Retail Investors (ERI) having annual income of Rs.lO Lakhs or more
and who have filed income tax returns for minimum  3 financial years, such ERI cannot invest
more than Rs.60000 in single issue through Crowdfimding. It simply means that a lay man
cannot grab the opportunity to invest by Crowdfunding.

►»

n
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^  °ffe value per person as per above
d. ^ompany has to purchase minimum 4 times of minimum offer value per pemon

need to purchase at least 3 times of minimum offer value per person

A  start-ups enable get capital by Crowdfunding
WOOO^ ERMbeTnt r “ °°* »=-d Rs“<=eed more than 10% of net worth of ERI ThisPara has brought limitation on the investment capacity of ERI
In the Para 9.3 SEBl has proposed condition of disclosure of detail information for the reference

Lh ^*’T' companies and start-ups are not in position to produce
S^nsife for toem"*
77/^7 restricted marketing activities for issuing securities byrowdfondmg platforms. It is quite illogical condition for the issuer company that not to market
IXS lSSU6a

b.

c.

e.

f.

g-

h.

C

B. Key Findings
a. fodia IS still m developing stage for crime free cyber network for the Crowdfonding platforms
b. There is high possibility of money laundering through the Crowdfimding platfomis by keeping

social and start-ups at front. ^
Tfre concept of Crowdfunding is become popular in outside countries. In countries like USA and
UK legislative framework is also exist to regulate the Crowdfunding,
on the other hand in India there is no special law exist which
Crowdfunding activities in India

c.

d.
can exclusively regulate

(

I

(

1

1

The existing laws which are regulating funds rising from public are not sufficient or suitable to
regulate the Crowdfunding activities in India.
SEBI has allowed unlisted pubhc companies only for Crowdfunding activities which deprived
the pnvate limited companies, LLP or any other forms of business to utilise the Crowdfunding
platform for raising their capital.
As the definition of Crowdfunding provides ‘Small Financial Contributions’ VCFs and AIFs
are quite contrast to the definition of Crowdfunding.
By the Definition of Accredited Investors SEBI has restricted Layman from investing by
Crowdfunding platform.
Even by proposing limitation over investment by ERI that is maximum Rs. 60000 they won’t be
unable to use their full investment potential.
SEBI s Consultation Paper by prohibiting issuing company from marketing of security made it
difficult to reach to the investors.
SEBI is not providing any secondary market for investor investing on Crowdfunding platforms,
by this investor do not have any exit option.
The SEBI Consultation Paper has missed Cross Border Crowdfunding; there is no mention about
the same in the Consultation Paper. Foreign investors may invest in Indian company and vice
versa through Crowdfunding. Also in such a way Indian company can get foreign direct

e.

£

g-

h.

J-

k.

1.
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C. Suggestions_
It IS extremely needed that SEBI and Government of India have to promote awareness of
Crowdftmdmg via webinars by expert people in the field of finance.
Internet is the base of Crowdfunding platform. Indian government has to take concrete steps for
providing secured and crime free cyberspace,

exclusive legislation for regulating Crowdfunding.
SEBI has to liberalise its definition of Accredited Investors for
limited investment capacity.
Crowdfunding platform is mainly suitable for the small

a.

b.

c.

d.
covering small investors with

e.

1 Rs

This

r. • • start-ups so that SEBI has to liberalize
Jr company for collecting capital through Crowdfimding platformSEBI has to review ail its conditions regulations proposed in Consultation Paper to match the

detimtions with basic Idea of Crowdftmding which is currently
Finally SEBI and Indian government has to put collective efforts to grab the emerging fund
nsing opportunity for the start-ups and small entrepreneurs ultimately for boosting the Indian
economy.
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Conclusions

First of all it became crystal clear that SEBI’s Consultation Paper has missed the basic idea of
Crowdfunding i.e. "Small financial contribution from large number of investors”.

Secondly Crowdfunding platforms over internet must have safe and secure cyber space which India has
to achieve first and for most even before launching any law for the same. Government need to provide
helping hand to start up and small existing business men also for rising capital through Crowdfunding
platform. ®

ng
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te
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While concluding author would like to express clearly that's a SEBI has not achieved the purpose of
Consultation Paper as it is not based upon the basic idea of Crowdfunding. SEBI need to come up with
some liberalised form of legislation which gear up investment opportunity for lay man andcan

d

availability of capital for start-ups and small business in India to the great extent. It can definitely help
to take the Indian economy to the next level.
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